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Seclion V. DESTRUCTION MISS|ONS

454. Generol
d. A destruction mission is a mission to

destroy a target by one or more direct hits.
There are two primary considerations in the
selection of the weapon-charge combination to
be used. A large enough projectile to accom-
plish the missio[ should. be selected, and the
weapon charge combination should give the
smallest PE, possible. Most destruction mis-
sions should be fired by medium or heavy
artillery; however, in some situations light
altillery can be effective. The 8-inch howitzer
is an excellent weapon for a destruction mission
because of its small probable elror and the
effectiveness of its projectile.

b. A destruction mission is a precision mis-
siot. Because the destruction oJ the target is
the objective, the obseryer, not the SB, will ter-
minate the mission 9s soon as d€struction has
been accomplished.

455. FDC Procedule for D$truction Mission
6t. The correct deflection for destruction mis-

sions is determined in the same manner as in a
precision registrstion.

b. An adjusted quadrant elevation is deter-
mined after six positive FDC range sensing in

258

fire for effect. The adiusted QE is comput€d to
the 0.1 mil. Firing is continued, if lrecessary,
\tith the adjusted QE (nearest 0.1 mil). After
eech succeeding group of six positive FDC
range aensings, a new adjusted QE is computed.
In computing the second sdjusted QE, one-half
of the computed elevation change is spplied to
the old adjusted quadrant elevatiod. In comput-
ing the third adjusted QE. one-third of the
coftput€d elevation change is applied. In com-
puting the fourth and any succeeding adjusted
QE's one-fourth of the computed elevetion
change is applied,

c. Since weapons used in destruction missions
are selected lor small PE", a large percentage
of the time 4 PE. rrill be less than 50 meters.
When the t al range is ainounced by the I{CO,
the 53 should determine if 4 PE" is less than
60 meters and if it is, he should establish a full
fork brecket as outlined in paragraph 29?.1.

Ecample: l'5-fiiti];Iow. Note, 53 det€r-
Trial Rg mines PE.: 8.
2010 meters. Therefo& 4 PE"

= 32 wbich is
F = 2 less than 50. S3

used full fork
method-
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